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INT. DOCTOR’S OFFICE - DAY

BLACK SCREEN

SUPER: "And he said to her, "Please give me water to drink,

for I am thirsty.""

SUPER: "So she opened a bottle of milk and gave him a

drink."

SUPER: "JUDGES 4:19"

BLACK SCREEN

SUPER: "CHAPTER I: HIS DEATH"

Fade in on close-up of a clean milkman uniform on a dirty

chair as "Old McDonald" is being whistled. Gradually, the

ambience of fluorescent lights buzzing add to the whistling.

Camera pulls out to reveal crate of five full milk bottles

with one of them missing. Continues to track out revealing

MICKEY, mid 30s, cheery, upbeat, and in pretty good shape

except for a comfortable paunch, polishing the missing milk

bottle as he whistles. He’s wearing a white hospital gown.

The doctor’s office is dirty with mold and rust. DOCTOR

enters, late 60s, short, hunched over, and looks much older

than he actually is. He tries to keep his eyes on a

clipboard he’s holding, making evident his lack of bedside

manner.

MICKEY

Doc! Always nice to see you! How

you been doin?

DOCTOR

Good, Mickey. Your blood work came

back. And the X-rays.

MICKEY

You know doc, I think I’m gonna

need one of those "sick days" (air

quotes, winks) pretty soon. If only

we didn’t enjoy our jobs so much am

I right?

DOCTOR

Mickey, we need to talk.

MICKEY

You know, we’re not so different

you and me. Both in the occupation

of saving lives aren’t we? (laughs)
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DOCTOR

Mickey, you’re sick.

MICKEY

Gotta keep the customers happy

though, right!

DOCTOR

You’re dying Mickey.

MICKEY(OFF GUARD)

(beat) Huh? what?

DOCTOR

If these results are right, you

have three days left.

MICKEY

(laughing awkwardly) Now- now doc,

that’s not exactly a funny joke, I

mean-

DOCTOR

It’s not a joke Mickey. Look.

Doctor hands Mickey an X-ray from his clipboard as he

continues his attempts at avoiding eye contact. It shows a

bone but nothing really noticeable at all.

DOCTOR

You see? Your bones are expanding.

Have been for years.

MICKEY

What are you talking about Doc? I

don’t... I don’t see anything.

DOCTOR

You’re experiencing... (has trouble

pronouncing it) "malignant

calcitriatic virus."

MICKEY

What is tha-

DOCTOR

MCV. The lay term for it is...um...

second-hand calcium. Specialists

are saying its some new -

MICKEY

But-but doctor, I don’t even... I

can’t even drink milk. I’ve never
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MICKEY

drank it in my life. You know

that...

DOCTOR

(looking up for the first time) I’m

sorry Mickey, but... but that’s the

problem you see? It’s a symptom. Of

your lactose intolerance.

(takes back x-ray and looks back at

clipboard) And eventually of all

lactose intolerance we think. But

it was only discovered relatively

recently, and so it’s so rare

that... that there is no cure yet.

MICKEY

Doc, tell me this isn’t-

DOCTOR

Scientists in Sweden are working on

a form of injection that might have

helped, but.. but I’m afraid we

found yours too-

MICKEY

I can’t just die, doctor!

DOCTOR

I’m sorry Mickey. You have three

more days to- (pauses, looks up) to

say your good-byes. (looks back

down) Good-bye.

Doctor shuffles out, leaving Mickey in the room alone.

Mickey looks at the milk bottle he was polishing and then

looks up with a thousand-yard stare. This transitions

into...

MICKEY’S BEDROOM - EVENING

Mickey is sitting on his bed still with the same

thousand-yard stare, still holding the same milk bottle, but

with a nightgown instead of the hospital gown except does

that really matter?

The room is tidy and well-kept with an extensive collection

of antique milk bottles decorating one wall to the right of

Mickey. In an open walk-in closet behind him, 17 identically

spotless milkman uniforms can be seen. In front of him,

there is a large mirror. In the mirror over his head, we see

that a flat, wooden cut-out of a cow hangs above his bed.
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Mickey looks at the bottle still in his hand and then sets

it on his nightstand to the left of him upon which a

flip-phone and a photo also rest. The photo is not quite

visible just yet.

Absentmindedly, he begins to take off his watch, and then

bends down to reach for his socks. The left sock comes off

easily. The right does not.

Mickey looks down and sees the part of him that is supposed

to be his foot has exploded in size and shape, with lumps of

flesh and bone bulging from it at all angles, consequently

keeping it firmly in place.

MICKEY

(extremely alarmed) What the...

Mickey leans in slightly, and pokes at his new foot

hesitantly. After a few moments of careful inspection, he

grabs the whole foot and brings it up to his left knee for a

closer look. With both hands, he feels the myriad of bumps

and protrusions jutting out of the sock.

After a few moments, with his attention still on his foot,

he reaches with his left hand, fumbling for the flip-phone

resting on the bedside table.

Taking his eyes off of his foot for the first time since the

revelation, Mickey opens his phone’s internet and Ask Jeeves

"what is second-hand calcium?" Several links for articles

and medical websites come up. Mickey scrolls down a little,

but then goes back up to the search bar and backspaces.

This time he Ask Jeeves "can you show me pictures of

second-hand calcium?"

Before we can see for ourselves, the camera cuts to Mickey’s

reaction and it’s not good. His face flashes from confused

to questioning to shocked to disgusted to disturbed to

full-on anger.

After a long, tense pause, he throws his phone at the wall

of antique milk bottles resulting in at least three and a

half rows of them crashing down, consequently shattering all

of these bottles as well as the rest.

He sits fuming with quick, short breaths. He stares to his

left in attempts to avoid the monstrosity that is his right

foot.

His eyes begin to wander as they finally stop at the photo

on his bedside table. He gently takes it and looks at it.

The fury from his eyes begin to dissipate as his mind is

transported to another time.
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We see that the photo was taken on a beautiful sunny day and

it’s subject is a cute, chubby little boy who is beaming

with a smile from cheek-to-cheek as he proudly holds up a

full milk bottle as high as he can. He is standing next to a

huge sign that you might see on the side of any Midwestern

backroad highway. Behind them is a healthy green and yellow

corn field.

The sign itself is extremely colorful with big classic

postcard-bubble letters that read "Welcome to Happyville

Pastures! Home of the World’s Third Oldest Cow!" Underneath

these words is a big, smiling cartoon cow. On its side, the

cow seems to have a black spot in the shape of a cross.

As Mickey looks at this photo, sounds of a farm can be heard

mixed in with children laughing and other happy sounds like

maybe the sound of a warm apple pie straight out of the oven

cooling off on your grandma’s window sill in the summer.

Whatever the sounds are, all of the them have a tranquil and

even ethereal feel to them.

The camera holds on this photo long enough to lure anybody

watching into an enchanting state of peace. Almost a dream

even.

EXT. HIGHWAY SIGN - MORNING

Hard cut to the same sign but now in real life. It has not

aged well. The colors are faded and the paint is chipping

and somebody has spray painted in scathing red an "X" over

"Third" and replaced it with words "self-proclaimed." The

cow is still smiling, but maybe a hint of doubt has crept

in?

Likewise, the corn field behind it is not exactly as green,

yellow, nor healthy as before. The sky is overcast, and the

happy sounds from before have been replaced with ambience a

little less happy like maybe your grandma used spoiled

apples this time. Nonetheless, nothing except the rumblings

of far-away rain and thunder can really be heard.

The camera tracks left-to-right across the sign until it

stops at a grotesquely large and lumpy mass of white

clothing from which flesh and bone seem to be spilling out.

Cut around 180 degrees to reveal that the mass is Mickey

trying to wear his milkman uniform as the words "TWO DAYS

LATER" appear on screen. A truck drives by as the PASSENGER

leans out the window.
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PASSENGER

Eat this Pac-Man!

Passenger throws a cherry slurpee and hits Mickey square in

the back.

MICKEY

Thanks...

Mickey tries to wipe it off but can’t reach behind him so he

just leaves it there. Mickey then shuffles to a fence behind

the sign and tries to climb over. After several failed

attempts, he backs up and charges his way through and into

the field.

EXT. CORN FIELD - AFTERNOON

BLACK SCREEN

SUPER: "CHAPTER II: HIS PASSION"

Fade in on Mickey struggling through the field as corn

stalks keep hitting him in the face. He is already breathing

heavily and sweating profusely. Behind him a large path has

been cleared, as if by a bulldozer.

Finally, Mickey breaks out of the corn field, except it’s so

sudden that he does not have time to slow down which leads

to his momentum pulling him forward which wouldn’t be so bad

if it weren’t for the fact that this particular field is at

the top of a very tall hill.

Mickey rolls all the way down it.

EXT. HAY FIELD - AFTERNOON

After several revolutions of his mass, Mickey is finally

stopped by a hay bale resting at the bottom of the hill.

Having collected himself, he rocks himself up once more, and

begins walking among several more hay bales.

Eventually, he comes across a large pile of hay being eaten

by three sheep with their heads down. One sheep is larger

than the other two. The smaller two are fighting over a

clump of hay, grabbing it out of each other’s mouths with

their mouths.

The BIG SHEEP looks up. To Mickey’s surprise, where the

sheep’s sheep face should be is in fact not a sheepy sheep’s

sheep face but actually the face of a middle-aged woman

wearing a canvas of make-up, bedazzled horned-rimmed

glasses, a tightly wound-and-sprayed brightly-dyed-orange

beehive hairdo, and she is chain smoking a long, thin

cigarette.
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MICKEY

Mrs. Vanderhorn! Wait... Mrs.

Vanderhorn?? Why are you a sheep??

BIG SHEEP

Oh hello, Mickey! You look so

handsome today, Mickey! You came at

just the right time, Mickey!

(winks) Just like you always do.

(beat) The boys here just drank our

last bottle of milk, didn’t you

boys?

The two LITTLE SHEEP stop fighting and look up. Both have

identical faces of pale-skinned, freckled-faced, and

red-haired little boys except one of them is missing a front

tooth. Both of them talk with their mouths full of hay.

LITTLE SHEEP #1

It wasn’t me! It was Timmy!

LITTLE SHEEP #2

He’s lyin’ ma! Tommy poured it all

in the toilet again!

LITTLE SHEEP #1

No, I didn’t mamma! He’s the liar!

He did it last time too, I mean it.

LITTLE SHEEP #2

Shut up Tommy, you butt-head tattle

tale!

The little sheep begin to spit their mouthfuls of hay at

each other. After emptying the contents of their mouth,

they start ramming into each other instead.

BIG SHEEP

(smiling) Boys will be boys, won’t

they Mickey?

MICKEY

I’m- I’m sorry Mrs. Vanderhorn,

but- but- but I don’t have any milk

right now...

BIG SHEEP

(advancing on mickey) Oh but

Mickey, you always have the best

milk. Everybody in the neighborhood

says so. Especially me-
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MICKEY

I’m sorry Mrs. Vanderhorn, but I- I

don’t know what’s going on here...

I need to leave.

Mickey runs as fast as his fat, stubby legs can carry him,

while still keeping eyes on the sheep behind him. The big

one watches him leave with a tightly-drawn smile only broken

by a long drag from its cigarette. The twins continue to

fight.

EXT. HEN HOUSE - EVENING

With all of his attention still behind him, Mickey does not

see the hen house in front of him, around which a flock of

chickens are picking at seeds strewn about on the ground.

Not looking before it’s too late, Mickey waddle-runs

straight into the middle of the flock, falling on a few and

scaring away the rest who all fly into their house.

Assessing the situation, Mickey apologetically but hurriedly

begins trying to pick himself up, but he is interrupted by a

cock-a-doodle-doo.

A ROOSTER, red and strong-looking (as strong as roosters can

look at least), hops on top of the hen house. It stares

daggers (again, as many daggers as roosters can stare at

least) at Mickey. It has the head of a woman with a few

years more than Mickey but a few less than the big sheep.

Its eyes are as penetrating as the daggers it may or may not

have stared out of them.

ROOSTER

Mickey! What is the meaning of

this.

MICKEY

Campbell, I-

ROOSTER

What’s this I hear about you

blowing off Mrs. Vanderhorn! You

know she’ll only buy from you!

MICKEY

Campbell, I can explain! Well, I

mean, maybe I can’t but...

ROOSTER

You know what Mickey? I give you a

lot of slack cause I trust you. You

know I do. But this? What is this?

This isn’t like you!
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MICKEY

But you’re not like you right now.

What are you!

ROOSTER

Are you serious, Mickey? Are you

serious right now. You know, I

already get a lot of shit about

this and you know that. But I never

expected it from you.

MICKEY

Campbell, but you’re a-

ROOSTER

A woman! I know! I’m a woman

working as a milkman. A milkman

manager to be exact. I know! But

Jesus, Mickey, I thought you were

better than this. Since when did

you-

MICKEY

No, that’s not it either! You’re a-

ROOSTER

A what then, Mickey? What am I?

MICKEY

A cock!

ROOSTER

What did you just call me? What??

Is that cause I’m a woman too or

something? What’s wrong with you

today Mickey!

The chickens from the house can be heard clucking, clearly

agitated by this confrontation. One or two of the braver

chickens poke their heads out.

Mickey, very bewildered at this point, finally rolls himself

up and stumbles away, this time not even trying to look

back. The rooster jumps off and around the hen house, still

clearly perturbed.

ROOSTER

I’m tired of this fucking industry,

Mickey! All you milkmen are the

same! You’re all fucking pigs!
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EXT. PIG PEN - LATE EVENING

Mickey, stumbling into a pile of mud, loses his footing and

rolls into the hogwash. A school of pigs are rolling around

in it with him. Sitting up, he is panting hard and begins to

cough. He takes out a white handkerchief and coughs into it,

then looks at it and sees that he has coughed up blood.

With his attention on the blood, a pig waddles up and rubs

more mud all over Mickey’s previously-white pant leg. Mickey

jumps in surprise and looks down at the pig. The PIG has the

face of a white-haired old man with a white goatee, thick

spectacles, and a plaid flat cap. It’s smoking a pipe.

MICKEY

You’re here too??

PIG

(in between puffs) Well it’s good

to see you too, Mickey...

MICKEY

No, no... I- I- What is going on!

PIG

What do you mean what’s going on? I

thought you wanted to talk?

MICKEY

No, I mean why is all of this going

on?? Like all you guys?

PIG

What do you mean all of us guys?

Are you alright, Mickey?

MICKEY

(exasperatedly) Yeah, I’m fine,

Anthony. (coughs up more

blood) Well- I mean, I don’t

know... Maybe I’m not fine..

PIG

Are you sick?

MICKEY

(lost in his own head) What? Oh,

yeah. Yeah I am. Is it that

obvious?

PIG

Well first thing that gave it away

is that you’re really really really

big. You know that right?
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MICKEY

(remembering and looking down at

unfamiliar enormous body) Oh

right, yeah. I am big.

PIG

What’s wrong?

MICKEY

(first time it’s really sinking

in) I’m- I’m dying.

PIG

Oh. Wow. Well I guess I’m glad you

called then.

MICKEY

(looking up surprised) Called? What

do you mean I called?

PIG

You wanted me to meet you here.

Remember? You called last night.

First time we talked in...fourteen

years wouldn’t you say?

MICKEY

Anthony, I don’t know what you’re

talking-

PIG

I’m sorry to cut you off, Mickey,

and I’m sorry about everything

that’s going on with you right now,

but I- I just gotta say...it hasn’t

been easy you know. All these

years. Seeing you go on and forget

all about us. Especially now that I

know you’re (has to register it for

himself)...dying.

MICKEY

I didn’t-

PIG

Please, just...just let me finish,

OK? I didn’t have a long time to

prepare for this so...I’m gonna try

to say it as straight as I can.

(beat) You know, I saw a lot of

myself in you back then. And maybe

I still would, I don’t know.

But...I’ll be honest, it wasn’t
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PIG
exactly easy just putting all that

time and knowledge into you, all

those extra hours of meeting

one-on-one after class and

everything, and then just to

say...good-bye at graduation. To

you and- and everything I gave you.

I mean I’d see your name in the

papers and on the TV, and I even

saw the records you broke. Fastest

land-speed route in a three mile

radius, longest time without

serving a spoiled case, and even

the first ever xeno-continental

dispatch or whatever they call it.

I saw all of them, Mickey. And I’m

proud! I really am! But c’mon,

don’t you see my problem here?? I

didn’t pour everything I know into

your bottle just for you to deliver

it to everybody else and say it’s

goddamn yours!

Tense silence as the pig huffs and puffs while Mickey tries

to process everything he just heard. The other pigs around

them continue to roll ignorantly in the mud, squealing in

delight.

MICKEY

Anthony... I... I don’t know what

to say... I mean...

PIG

At this point? Honestly? You don’t

have to say anything. I’m a grown

up. I got over it at some point.

Just had to stop watching the news

sometimes. (beat) But your call

last night, it- it definitely shook

it all back up.

MICKEY

I’m sorry, Anthony. I... I wish I

could do more.

PIG

Well as hard as it was hearing from

you again, it’s better than nothing

at this point right? Even if you

are...um..sick. (awkward pause) How

long you got? You even know?
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MICKEY

(looks down, quietly) Tomorrow.

PIG

What? What’s that? All these people

are so loud in here.

The pigs are still squealing.

MICKEY

(a little louder) Tomorrow.

PIG

(alarmed) What?? Tomorrow? Mickey!

What are you talking about!

MICKEY

(looks up at pig with long pause)

Doctor said three days. (even

longer pause) Two days ago.

PIG

Jesus! You’re literally going

tomorrow?? That’s not true is it?

Mickey suddenly has a violent coughing fit but isn’t able to

block all of the spittles of blood before he can raise his

handkerchief in time. Most of this free-flying blood goes in

the mud but several drops land on the pig’s scholarly face.

The pig jumps back in surprise, quickly followed by it

wiping its face in the mud. But this only succeeds in it

getting more mud-blood on its face and it losing its plaid

hat in the process.

PIG

What is this? Whats wrong with

you??

MICKEY

I...I don’t exactly know, Anthony.

(beat) But I gotta keep going.

With great effort (but getting used to it), Mickey picks his

massive body up, and starts to shuffle away, picking up

speed as he goes.

PIG

Mickey! Come back! Where are you

going??

The pig tries to follow Mickey but its legs are too short to

match up, and it quickly gets lost amongst the school of

pigs. They continue to squeal.
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EXT. PASTURE - NIGHT

A thin fog of moonlight drips through the cloudy sky

illuminating Mickey as he leans against a scarecrow with his

hands reaching for his knees, but settling on one of his

many belly bulges instead.

There is vomit at the bottom of his feet and he is coughing

up more blood into his handkerchief. His white milkman

uniform is no longer white because you can imagine all that

it’s stained with.

He is having trouble catching his breath and he is sopping

wet with sweat. He falls down against the scarecrow.

A crow lands on the scarecrow followed by a second crow.

CROW #1 has the face of a buzzcut teen with a piggish nose

and an ill-willing smile. CROW #2 has a face that looks to

be about the same age but with scraggly blonde hair, a wisp

of a mustache above its upper lip, and two beady eyes.

CROW #2

Look at this thing, Karl! What the

fuck is wrong with him.

Crow #1 pecks at Mickey’s bulbous right shoulder as crow #2

snickers.

CROW #1

A sad sack of shit, Rand. That’s

what he looks like to me. (to

Mickey) Hey buddy, why the long

face. Ha! I meant fat face!

Mickey tries to swat them away but they nimbly dodge his

enormous hands and continue their pecking.

CROW #1

What’s wrong big guy! You all good

in there? Eat too much White

Castle, huh? Ha ha ha!

CROW #2

Good one Karl! Cause he looks

Indian! Or- or Asian? No... Indian,

right Karl?

CROW #1

Not cool man. Don’t be like that.

CROW #2

No no, I mean cause of the movie,

you know? Like Bruce and Kumail Go
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CROW #2
To... Go To.. Go To White Castle,

right?

CROW #1

Seriously, Rand, can we just peck

on this fat fuck without dragging

innocent minorities into this? I

mean what kind of artists are we if

we can only rely on cheap

stereotypes for laughs? C’mon Karl,

we’ve gotta think subversively,

think out-of-the-box, think high

brow political comedy for shit’s

sake!

CROW #2

Yeah, yeah, I get it, I get you.

Let me try again ok? Um, uh, just

gimme a second. (long,

intellectually filled pause) OK! I

think I got one, Karl!

CROW #1

Cool cool, go for it man, give it

to him.

Crow #2 flies up close to Mickey who is too weak to stop it.

Crow #2 clears its throat as crow #1 hops up and down on the

scarecrow in expectation.

CROW #2

OK, OK, here goes it: You are soooo

fat thaaat...

CROW #1

(leaning in) Yeahhh??

CROW #2

That...that you probably eat a lot

of- a lot of Del Taco cause you’re-

you’re Mexican and shit!

Crow #2 starts pecking Mickey all over in excitement, but

crow #1 flies between them, preventing crow #2 from its

pecking.

CROW #2

The fuck man! Did you just hear

that diss track?? Smart AND funny!

Now lemme at him!
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CROW #1

(more somber) Nah man, that was

fucked up. We literally just talked

about this.

CROW #2

I know we did! Did you even hear

me? I just made a sick ass societal

commentary about his physical

looks. I killed that shit bro!

CROW #1

No way, Rand, you just went for the

easy jokes again man. You just made

fun of Latinos. That’s not cool

dude. I’m friends with a Latino.

CROW #2

What! What are you even saying

right now! That was barely even the

point! It was just the relish that

I threw on top of his...wait for

it...wait for it...Del Tacooo! Ha

ha ha ha!

CROW #1

Fuck this man, you racist. I’m out.

See you later instigator.

Crow #1 swoops away, leaving crow #2 sitting on Mickey’s

head. It starts pecking his head pettily.

CROW #2

He don’t know shit. He don’t know

real comedy. I’m tellin’ you that

right now bro. He ain’t even heard

of The Fat Jew I bet.

Mickey suddenly throws up all over himself. It splashes up

and hits crow #2 who’s not ready for it.

CROW #2

Shit dude! I wasn’t even fuckin

ready for that! Gross. I’m outtie.

Crow #2 shakes out his feathers in disgust and then flies

away.

Mickey tries to wipe his mouth and then the rest of his

body, but he is too weak. Violently, he vomits again, except

he must have very little contents left inside his stomach

because this time it’s mostly just blood.

Slowly, Mickey passes out.
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What seems like hours but may be seconds pass when suddenly,

Mickey starts to move. Not on his own of course, he’s passed

out. But almost as if something was dragging him, except

nothing is there to drag him.

Maybe he’s being dragged by his sheer force of will. Maybe

it’s his unflappable heart. Or maybe it’s just a magnet or

something?

Whatever it is, it seems he’s completely dragged away off

screen now that we’ve spent so much time trying to guess

what was dragging him, so let’s just see if we can find him

again.

INT. UNDERGROUND CAVERN - EVENING

BLACK SCREEN

SUPER: "CHAPTER III: HIS LIFE"

Fade in on Mickey waking up to the sound of thunder clapping

from above. The windows might rattle if it wasn’t for the

fact that he is in a vast, open cavern. Alone. With his

milkmen clothes washed and folded next to the pile of dirt

he’s sleeping on.

A few days ago, perhaps Mickey would jump up in surprise, up

on his feet with alarm in his eyes. Today, however, he rolls

up as fast as he can, because remember, he’s still a big

huge fat milkman.

In other words, Mickey is in shock. And naked.

He grabs his clothes and quickly gets dressed (which still

isn’t that quick). As he changes, he begins to hear a

rustling farther down into the cavern. He tries to hide

behind the pile of dirt that he woke up on, but let’s

remember how absolutely enormous he still is.

A high-pitched voice suddenly echoes out, as if it was

coming from all around him.

FIELD MOUSE

You’re awake!

Mickey slides away from the dirt pile, searching for the

source of the tinny voice. Without further warning, a mouse

scampers up Mickey’s body and out onto his left arm. He

tries to shake it off but it digs its claws into his fleshy

flesh and it holds steadfast.
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FIELD MOUSE

Mickey! Chill out, it’s just me.

Barb.

MICKEY

Barb??

Mickey sees that its a FIELD MOUSE with the face of a

strong, independent woman who’s been able to do just fine

without a man.

MICKEY

What are you doing here?? What am I

doing here?? (looks out into

the cavern)

FIELD MOUSE

This is where I live now, Mickey!

You’re the one who passed out on my

porch last night.

MICKEY

Your porch? What do you mean your

porch? We’re in a cave! You’re a

mouse!

FIELD MOUSE

What are you even talking about

Mickey? I don’t see you for who

knows how long, and all of a sudden

I find you outside my door, and

then when I bring you inside to

maybe help you or something you

just start going batshit crazy?

MICKEY

What? I’m a bat? (looks down, looks

up) No no, I’m not a bat!

FIELD MOUSE

Mickey, I’m gonna ask you to leave

if you keep doing this. I really

don’t want to deal with all of your

old shit again.

MICKEY

(calming down a little) OK, OK,

I’ll try to pull it together.

It’s...it’s just all of this

(gestures to cavern), I just don’t

get any of it...
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FIELD MOUSE

My apartment? You don’t "get" my

apartment? Or you don’t "get" the

fact that I could have a life after

you?

MICKEY

(hurt) No... I just- Barb- I-

The field mouse scurries back down Mickey’s mountainous

body, climbing on top of the dirt pile instead. Rain and

more thunder can be heard in the distance outside.

FIELD MOUSE

It’s cool Mickey. You can say it.

I’ll say it for you. You didn’t

think I’d ever move on after "The

World’s Greatest Milkman" dumped

me.

MICKEY

It wasn’t like that Barb. I didn’t

want to just leave you like th-

FIELD MOUSE

But you did Mickey, you did. You

took me out to dinner at Bonefish,

you filled me up with the most

expensive wine on the menu, you

drove me back home in your shiny

little milk van, and then when we

finally got to my place, you told

me it was done and you pushed me

out the door and you closed it on

my drunk ass and you drove away

forever. And you know what, Mickey?

It hurt. It hurt a lot. For a long

time.

MICKEY

I’m sorry.

FIELD MOUSE

Why’d you even come here?

MICKEY

(after a long, tense pause) I’m

dying, Barb.

FIELD MOUSE

(disbelieving) What is it? Cancer?

AIDs? Open wound at Shark World?
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MICKEY

I’m serious, Barb. I’m actually

dying.

FIELD MOUSE

Real?

MICKEY

Real.

FIELD MOUSE

Mickey! Are you kidding me! And you

thought it a good idea to stop by

my door before your last stop at

death’s door or some poetry shit

like that? I mean what the fuck,

Mickey! What the fuck is this! What

do you want from me??

MICKEY

I don’t know. I don’t know anymore,

Barb.

The field mouse paces around the dirt pile in silence, as

Mickey watches it for a little bit until forcing himself to

look away. This silence lasts "longer than the history they

share between them." Or some poetry shit like that.

FIELD MOUSE

So what is it actually?

MICKEY

They call it second-hand calcium.

FIELD MOUSE

What are you talking about? You

don’t even drink that stuff.

MICKEY

Exactly. It’s a new symptom I

guess.

FIELD MOUSE

So you’re saying this is all cause

of your lactose shit and

everything?

MICKEY

Yeah.

FIELD MOUSE

So you might not have even needed

to worry about if you weren’t out

there milkmanning everyday?
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MICKEY

Pretty much.

FIELD MOUSE

So pretty much, the thing you love

most in this world is gonna be the

thing that takes you out of this

world?

MICKEY

Mhmm.

FIELD MOUSE

(laughs) Cheesus, who the fuck

wrote that poetry shit. Sounds like

some cheesy Hugh Grant movie.

MICKEY

(laughs a little) Yeah. I guess so.

The two of them sit in a slightly more forgiving silence.

Rain can be heard above.

FIELD MOUSE

So...what now?

MICKEY

Well to be honest I was planning to

go see this cow.

FIELD MOUSE

You’re joking right? A cow? You’re

about to eat shit forever and you

want to go see a cow?

MICKEY

No, not just any cow, THE cow. The

cow that-

FIELD MOUSE

Wait wait don’t tell me. I forgot

who I’m talking to. Mickey the

Milkman. Of course you want to go

see a cow.

MICKEY

(laughs again) Yeh, pretty much.

Their conversation is interrupted with an especially strong

clap of thunder.
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MICKEY

Wait! What am I doing! When did you

get me down here?

FIELD MOUSE

Down here?

MICKEY

Yes! When did you find me passed

out!

FIELD MOUSE

Oh, right. Ummm, late last night I

guess. I just heard a bump outside

and-

MICKEY

What time is it??

FIELD MOUSE

I don’t know. Like almost dinner

maybe? You slept the whole day.

MICKEY

Are you serious! I gotta get out of

here! How do I get out!

FIELD MOUSE

Ummm, use the front door like

everybody else?

Mickey desperately looks around for what might be the

cavern’s front door but only sees the vast space expanding

into shadows around him.

MICKEY

Where’s the fucking door, Barb??

FIELD MOUSE

Relax, Mickey. It’s right there.

(points to ceiling of cave) What is

going on? Are you OK?

MICKEY

I need to get up there! How do I

get up there??

FIELD MOUSE

You’re serious? (stares at Mickey

who seems to be serious) Cheezus, I

guess I’ll open it for you,

alright? Are you going to die on me

right now or something?
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MICKEY

I don’t know! Maybe! Just open it,

please!

This last remark stirs the field mouse into action, spurning

it to quickly dash up one of the cavern’s walls and on to

its ceiling. Somehow, it then grabs a piece of the ceiling

and swings it open, creating a space large enough for

Mickey’s entire mass to fit through. Before he can do that,

however, the field mouse holds out one of its paws so that

Mickey can grab onto it and pull himself up through the

space with it.

EXT. SOMEWHERE ON FARM - LATE EVENING

Black clouds have engulfed the sky as rain is pouring down

in sheets. With the newly opened opening opened up, the

onslaught of water begins rushing deep inside the cavern.

Without warning, a particularly strong stream of water

suddenly swallows up the field mouse and rapidly takes her

away from Mickey back down into the cavern.

MICKEY

(a la Rocky) Barb! Barb! Barb!

Mickey watches the field mouse try to call out to him, but

its cries are drowned out by a loud clap of thunder.

In a matter of seconds, Mickey’s uniform which had been

washed clean the night before is back to its dirty ways.

Ankle deep in water, Mickey is only able to hold his footing

because of his own massive size. For the first time, it

actually comes in handy.

Nevertheless, Mickey is completely alone with no idea where

to head next. Worse yet, his legs suddenly buckle beneath

him, probably because of his own massive size and shape,

exponentially larger than even yesterday. It’s handiness was

short-lived.

Whatever the reason, Mickey is quickly knocked to his

stomach, leaving him to squirm, except he still doesn’t know

where to squirm so for now he just lays there as the rain

pelts his swollen body.

He might be crying, but it’s hard to tell with all of the

rain.

Suddenly, a neigh penetrates through the storm as a HORSE

gallops beside him. The horse has the face of a kind but

tough-loving man about a generation older than Mickey. He

has short gray hair and bags under his otherwise determined

eyes.
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HORSE (YELLING OVER THE STORM)

Mickey! Get up! You’re not done

yet!

Mickey looks up with his lumpy face and red eyes.

MICKEY

Dad? Dad??

HORSE

No, Mickey, I used to be your dad!

I’m just a horse! I’m just a plain

old horse now!

MICKEY

Dad- I- I missed you...

HORSE

Stop it! You were fine without me!

Look how far you got! You did all

of this on your own!

MICKEY

But I can’t even go any further...

my legs don’t work anymore-

HORSE

That’s why I’m here! To help you

finish this! No more excuses!

You’ve got one more drop-off to

make!

MICKEY

But Dad, I can’t-

HORSE

No Mickey! Let’s go!

MICKEY

But I-

The horse turns around without waiting and starts galloping

away. Mickey hesitates a moment, looks at his legs, looks

back at the horse, and then begins army crawling after it

through the mud and the rain.

EXT. COW PASTURE - NIGHT

After a while, the two of them enter into a herd of cattle.

The horse passes among them as they reluctantly mo(o)ve out

of its way. After a while, the horse stops and looks back at

Mickey through the downpour. Lightning cracks in the sky

behind it.
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HORSE

Alright, Mickey, this is it! This

is as far as I can take you!

MICKEY

What do you mean? Why can’t you go

any further? I need you.

HORSE

I’m sorry Mickey! I’ve given you

everything you need! But you have

to take care of the rest on your

own!

MICKEY

But dad-

HORSE

I believe in you! Just believe in

yourself, Mickey!

MICKEY

I’ve tried to dad! I’ve always

tried to! But there were times when

it was just too much and I don’t

know if I made the right choice. I

don’t know if I was doing the right

thing. But I always hoped I was. I

just- I just wanted to help

people... I wanted to be like you,

dad. A good person. Or at least

good at what I did. But maybe that

all got lost along the way. Maybe

it just all went out the door the

night you...

A clap of thunder drowns out the end of Mickey’s sentence.

Cows are mooing more and more agitated around them.

HORSE

Mickey, listen up. You were the

best damn milkman you could have

ever been. And I wish I was there

beside you for all of it, but I

wasn’t because I couldn’t be. But

you didn’t need me. Whatever else

happened, in your life, good, bad,

or whatever, you’ve just gotta

accept it OK? But nothing will ever

take away what you accomplished,

what you worked for, what you

earned, understand? Now this is it

son. This is real. This is

good-bye. I love you.
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The horse gallops back out of the cattle herd leaving Mickey

alone in the mud surrounded by the mooing cows. He starts

coughing up blood again and takes out his handkerchief but

it’s too dirty to use.

The throng of cattle continue to stir unsettlingly in the

storm and begin to circle around Mickey, threatening to

trample him while Mickey closes his eyes and prepares to be

trampled.

Suddenly, the storm stops entirely as the black clouds

break. Just as suddenly, the cows calm down and the mob

thins.

Steadily, a ray of silver moonlight shines down through the

clouds and into the crowd of cows. The ray touches down a

small distance in front of Mickey.

A few moments later, Mickey begins to army crawl towards the

moonlight, pushing past the more relaxed cows. After a

little while, a small clearing opens up and Mickey sees that

the ray of moonlight has landed on one specific cow slightly

better-fed than the others.

On its side, the cow seems to have a black spot in the shape

of a cross. It’s facing away from Mickey so he can’t see

it’s face.

Mickey slowly but deliberately crawls up to this cow until

he is eye level with its udders. The moist nipples glimmer

in the moonlight.

Gingerly, Mickey caresses one of the cow’s fuller nipples

with his swollen, muddied hands and then lightly pulls. Milk

shoots out, forming a puddle under the cow.

Mickey leans down to take what would be his first sip of

milk in his entire life, but he hesitates for a moment. In

his delay, he looks up and sees that the cow is turning its

face to him.

Suddenly, before we can see any of the cow’s face, the

screen goes black at the same time that both a loud shot and

a clap of thunder is heard. This is followed by a commotion

of moo’s.

In pitch black, the cows once again turn restless as rain

starts to fall. Eventually, two voices are heard.

VOICE #1

Did you get it?
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VOICE #2

I don’t know man. I can’t see shit.

One pair of footsteps are heard shuffling through the

pasture’s mud.

VOICE #2

Jesus Mary and Joseph! What is this

thing?

A foot pressing against something is heard as a second pair

of footsteps stomps to join the first pair.

VOICE #1

What are you- Holy fuckin’ cow, is

that an animal or...

VOICE #2

I-I think it’s a fuckin’ person. I

don’t know man.

Image on screen comes back with a clap of thunder and

lightning as two farmers stand over Mickey’s face-down limp

body in the rain. The camera very slowly crane-tracks into

the sky showing the scene from a bird’s eye view.

The two farmers first poke at Mickey’s monstrous body, one

with his boots and the other with his rifle. They then roll

him over with great effort.

Thunder claps again as a bolt of lightning illuminates a

dirtied, bloodied, large and shapeless mass of Mickey lying

in the mud, eyes staring blankly up into the heavens. On his

face is a smile. The bullet hole is through his heart. His

blood swirls into the milk.

And the cow’s face is a cow’s face.

The screen slowly fades to black as a slightly slower

whistled version of "Old McDonald" begins playing. Gradually

it is joined by a full orchestra.

SUPER: "THE LIFE AND DEATH OF MICKEY THE MILKMAN"

FADE OUT.


